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Fed buying to continue as major force in 2021 MBS
market
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Boston - Looking ahead through 2021, the U.S. Federal Reserve will likely continue
to be a major force in the MBS market. In 2 0 2 0, the Fed purchased over $1.3 trillion
in agency mortgage-backed securities (MBS), and it is expected to continue
purchasing at a pace of roughly $4 0 billion per month for the balance of 2021,
which w ould come to a total of around $48 0 billion in demand for the calendar
year.
That $48 0 billion exceeds the expectations of nearly all Wall Street desks for new
supply hitting the market in 2021. A d d to that the potential ad ditional demand fro m
other buyers like banks and money managers, and it appears as though the
supply/ demand dynamic in the market could look much more favorable this year
than last. We expect that to prevent spreads from any sort of meaningful widening
throughout 2021.
Democrats taking unified control
The surprise victories by Democratic candidates in Georgia handed unified control
of the White House and Congress to the Democrats, which boosts the outlook for
greater fiscal stimulus. Even before this outcome, net Treasury issuance (after
accounting for Fed purchases) was expected to d warf that of the last several years.
An even greater increase in the supply of Treasury debt hitting the market w ould
likely lead to a backup in longer-term rates, which may eventually translate into
higher mortgage rates as well.
Democratic control in Washington also means that no major changes with Fannie
Mae and Fred die Mac are likely. Both have remained in U.S. government
conservatorship since the Financial Crisis, and there does not appear to be any
political will from the Democrats to change that, so their government guarantee
should be here to stay (Fannie and Fred die securities are implicitly backed by the
U.S. government).
Mortgage forbearance delaying prepayments
On the forbearance front, Fannie Mae and Fred die Mac forbearance rates have
dropped from roughly 6.5% in early June to around 3.2% in mid-January. As a
reminder, under the CARES Act, homeo wners were given the opportunity to
receive forbearance, or the ability to pause or reduce their mortgage payments for
a limited period of time.
The forbearance program has prevented many mortgages from becoming
delinquent and being bought out from MBS pools at par, which has in effect
delayed prepayments. While these borro wers may still eventually be pulled out
from our pools, the decreased percentage of loans in forbearance means there's
unlikely to be a meaningful impact in either direction.
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"To reiterate the view we
have held for more than
a year, investment-grade
corporate debt doesn't
offer adequate
compensation for the
underlying credit risk —
investors can move up in
both quality and yield by
considering agency
MBS."

Looking for protection against refinancing activity
In early 2021, mortgage rates still sit near record lo ws, so prepayments are likely to
remain elevated before eventually burning out as the year progresses and
m ortgage rates rise. We continue to focus on specified pools of agency MBS that
we believe can provide greater protection against high refinancing activity, while
still offering attractive yields versus Treasurys. Today's MBS spreads are near their
longer-term averages, but they're still noticeably wider than other high-quality
alternatives, such as AAA-rated and AA-rated corporate bonds.
Bottom line: To reiterate the view we have held for more than a year,
investment-grade corporate debt doesn't offer adequate compensation for the
underlying credit risk — inves tors can move up in both quality and yield by
considering agency MBS.

The value of investments may increase or decrease in response to economic, and
financial events ( whether real, expected or perceived ) in the U.S. and global
markets. Securities with longer durations tend to be more sensitive to interest rate
changes than securities with shorter durations. As interest rates rise, the value of
certain income investments is likely to decline. Mortgage- and asset-backed
securities are subject to credit, interest rate, prepayment and extension risk.
Investments in debt instruments may be affected by changes in the
credit w orthiness of the issuer and are subject to the risk of non-payment of
principal and interest. The value of income securities also may decline because of
real or perceived concerns about the issuer's ability to make principal and interest
payments. US Treasury securities generally have a lo wer return than other
obligations because of their higher credit quality and market liquidity. While certain
US government-sponsored agencies may be chartered or sponsored by acts of
Congress, their securities are neither issued nor guaranteed by the U.S. Treasury.
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